I am well aware that similar optimistic claims have been made before. This time, though, there are sound reasons for believing it is the real thing and not just another false dawn. After a lengthy period of introspection, we are finally in a position to start looking outwards and getting on with the job we were set up to dopromoting and regulating the engineering profession effectively.
In September, the Engineering Council Senate was presented with plans for a radical change in direction when it received the Activity Review implementation Report. It is the result of a year-long profession-wide evaluation of the Council's core activities, aimed at assessing how the Council can better represent the interests of its various stakeholders -principally individual engineers, Institutions and engineering industry. Allied to the existing strategy document Engineering 2005, it maps out the way forward for the Council and the profession into the new century.
The Report's main thrust is that the Council should seek to pass on mature, well-established tasks to other organisations equally well or better equipped to run them successfully. This will create resource 'headroom' that the Council can then use to take on new tasks -ideally time-lifed and cost neutral -that will help move the profession forward more quickly and effectively. It will also allow us to tailor our activities better, in order to benefit more directly the 280,000 professional engineers and technicians on our national register.
So how will its recommendations translate into action? Well, we are already working on one -a major new campaign, to be launched this year, promoting the benefits to companies of employing registered engineers and Institution members. This should benefit professional engineers directly by raising awareness of their value to employers and, ultimately, providing them with enhanced career opportunities, prospects and status. The 'end game' aim is to persuade employers to insist on Institution membership and registered status when recruiting engineer employees. We recognise the size of this task but believe that it is achievable.
We are also acting on the Report's recommendation that we should continue to work ever more closely with the Institutions to secure maximum benefits for our respective customersmembers and registrants. Our collaborative work on implementing the third edition of Standards and Routes to Registration (SARTOR), is a good example of this. SARTOR is the engine for maintaining and raising standards and ensuring that the profession produces engineers who match precisely the needs of industry. Employers are demanding professional engineers and technicians with a broad range of skills -some with advanced theoretical and analytical skills and others with more practical, applications-oriented skills. The implementation of the new SARTOR will, over time, ensure that the profession meets this demand.
Adopting the recommendations of the Activity Review Report and refocusing our activities in the way it proposes reflects the Council's commitment to being more flexible and proactive in responding to its customer needs -and registrants are already reaping the benefits. Greater efficiency and some staff rationalisation have already provided savings of more than £ I00,000 per year, allowing us to freeze registration fees for the year 2000. There will undoubtedly be further savings as we implement fully the recommendations.
I believe that we have reached an important milestone. We now have a vision for the engineering profession that has been created by the whole profession and seeks to foster the best interests of all within it. After more than a year of consultation, the Activity Review Report is now being Engineering Council and its partner engineering Institutions, provides a platfonn to inspire and direct the profession's longer-tenn future.
We are understandably very excited by our plans for the future and want to involve all registrants. So we have used the latest technology to communicate on a direct but cost-effective basis with registrants through a new, interactive web site at www.engineering2005.org.
The site presented a visual interpretation of the Strategy, Engineering 2005, and updated registrants with what is being proposed. Being interactive, it also allowed them to comment on the Strategy and make their voice heard. The site was open from 7 October until December, after which all comments received were reviewed and, where appropriate, fed into the final draft of the Strategy before it went to Senate for endorsement at its December meeting.
Behind all the hype, there is no doubt that the year 2000 really does represent a landmark for the world. It is a time to look back, certainly; but, more importantly, it is a time to look forward. I am confident that all the work done by the Engineering Council and its partner Institutions during the final year of the last millennium -and the finn foundations laid -puts us in excellent shape to look forward with confidence to the new one.
